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Steering self-organisation through confinement


Self-organisation is the spontaneous emergence of spatio-temporal structures and patterns from the interaction of smaller individual units. Examples are found across many scales in very different systems and scientific disciplines, from physics, materials science and robotics to biology, geophysics and astronomy. Recent research has highlighted how self-organisation can be both mediated and controlled by confinement. Confinement is an action over a system that limits its units' transnational and rotational degrees of freedom, thus also influencing the system's phase space probability density; it can function as either a catalyst or inhibitor of self-organisation. Confinement can then become a means to actively steer the emergence or suppression of collective phenomena in space and time. Here, to provide a common framework and perspective for future research, we examine the role of confinement in the...
self-organisation of soft-matter systems and identify overarching scientific challenges that need to be addressed to harness its full scientific and technological potential in soft matter and related fields. By drawing analogies with other disciplines, this framework will accelerate a common deeper understanding of self-organisation and trigger the development of innovative strategies to steer it using confinement, with impact on, e.g., the design of smarter materials, tissue engineering for biomedicine and in guiding active matter.

1 Introduction

From molecular aggregates\(^1\) to groups of animals\(^2\) and human crowds,\(^3,4\) from microswimmers\(^5\) to granular materials\(^6\) and robotic swarms,\(^7\) examples of systems that self-organise can be found across a wide diversity of length and time scales.\(^8,9\) The concept of self-organisation in soft matter and related fields came to the fore in the 20th century\(^10\) and defines the spontaneous emergence of large-scale collective structures and patterns in space and/or time from the interaction of many individual units,\(^8,9\) such as molecules, colloidal particles, cells, animals, robots, pedestrians or even astronomical objects. These units can be highly heterogeneous in size, shape, composition and function (as is often the case in biological systems) or largely identical (as in monodisperse colloidal dispersions). The units can also be active (e.g. molecular motors, cells, animals and pedestrians) or passive (e.g. colloids, granular matter and planets), depending on whether they can or cannot transform available energy to perform work at the level of the individual units.

There are two key features of self-organisation that deserve to be highlighted: first, the self-organised structures extend over much larger length scales than the size of the individual units; second, these structures yield emergent properties and functions, beyond what is achievable by their constituent units alone.\(^11\) This emergence of non-trivial, non-additive collective features on large scales is what makes the topic of self-organisation fascinating. On the one hand, it captures how complex behaviour can develop and evolve from simple units, e.g. life itself emerged from a cocktail of lifeless molecules.\(^12\) On the other hand, it provides inspiration to materials scientists and system engineers, who aim to mimic this spontaneous complexity to revolutionise man-made materials and devices.\(^13\)

It is now widely recognised that confinement can influence and even steer the self-organisation process (Fig. 1). Here we take a rather broad definition of confinement, i.e. a constraint in the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the units that alters the phase space probability density. In soft matter, such confinement usually stems, e.g., from the presence of surfaces, interfaces, fields, potentials and flow. In other disciplines, confinement can also be induced by less tangible constraints, such as psychological barriers identified in animal and crowd dynamics.\(^14\) The variety of self-organising systems influenced by confinement is indeed immense, spanning a very wide range of length scales (Fig. 2): from active filaments driven by microscopic molecular motors\(^15\) or molecular condensates\(^16\) enclosed within living cells, to the emergence of macroscopic coherent flow structures confined by Earth’s atmosphere,\(^17\) to the formation of entire galaxies under the pull of the gravitational potentials of black holes.\(^18\) While confinement is not always required for a system to self-organise,\(^19\) it can play a pivotal role as either a catalyst or inhibitor for self-organisation. In this regard, one of the most promising applications of confinement in self-organisation is to employ it as a control knob at the hand of researchers and engineers to tune the emergence of collective phenomena. For example, applications of this principle can already be found in the design of scaffolds for tissue engineering,\(^20\) of the features of a polymer melt for nanolithography and coating methods,\(^21,22\) and of crowd management strategies via the use of physical barriers.\(^23\)

Here, we argue that confinement can be designed to actively steer self-organisation. To achieve this goal, a concerted effort across disciplines is needed. So far, efforts to understand and control self-organisation under confinement have been siloed, focusing mainly on specific systems in isolation, such as colloids,\(^5\) cells\(^27\) and pedestrians.\(^23\) However, there are many analogous questions and technical challenges found across multiple scales, systems and disciplines, which need to be addressed systematically before the full potential of confinement is harnessed to actively steer self-organisation. In some fields the understanding of the topic stems mainly from theoretical results (e.g. in particle and plasma physics), due to the very high levels of investment, technical development and human resources required to access the relevant length, time and energy scales experimentally. By contrast, the characteristic scales of soft matter systems can be readily controlled in experiments, so that soft matter can be employed as a tool for studying self-organisation and controlling it via confinement in diverse systems by enabling a unique synergy between theoretical, numerical and experimental groups. We thus propose a common roadmap towards this shared aim based on soft matter. To help translate these ideas to other disciplines, we define a unifying language to discuss confinement in self-organisation. We then identify the most relevant scientific challenges and list the conceptual and technological advances required to tackle them.

2 The role of confinement in self-organisation

In some systems, certain types of confinement are a prerequisite for self-organisation to emerge. For example, most of the organelles of a living cell\(^24\) only develop in the presence of a confining cell membrane, which compartmentalises its interior and separates it from the external world,\(^28\) intracellular
liquid–liquid phase separations drive the formation of molecular condensates in cells, which are crucial for the occurrence of many biological processes, including RNA metabolism, ribosome biogenesis, DNA damage response and signal transduction.29 For other systems, different forms of confinement lead to the formation of alternative structures and patterns. For example, surfactant molecules form vesicles in solution30 but can also form monolayers on surfaces.30

In general, besides directly influencing the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the units, confinement can affect and steer self-organisation in a number of non-exclusive ways: it can alter the nature and strength of the interactions among them and/or introduce new interactions; it can limit the number and type of units that can interact with each other; it can change the phase space of the self-organising system and its underlying energy landscape; it can induce a symmetry breaking in the system; it can modify the encounter rates between units and the probability for sequential or parallel reactions to take place; finally, it can also enable cross-talks across different scales.

Due to the inherent breadth of the concept of confinement, it is important – but a priori difficult – to identify a common language that can facilitate the dialog between soft matter and other disciplines. As a first step towards this goal, we propose here a classification scheme of different types of confinement, which can help to better delineate the key characteristics of the underlying physics and to stimulate cross-fertilisation across fields. Recognising that the multifaceted nature of confinement cannot be captured in a simple binary classification, we here propose a list of non-mutually exclusive classifications of confinement depending on its origin, nature, and effect:

- **Hard vs. soft.** Hard confinement is not affected by the dynamics of the self-organising system (as in the case of a solid wall for soft and active matter4,31–33), while soft confinement can deform, reshape, adapt and evolve in response to the dynamics of the self-organisation process (as in the case of flexible membranes34,35 or fluid interfaces36). Hence, in the latter case, there is a feedback mechanism between the units and the confining boundary, as exemplified by, e.g., stem cells that can change their fate depending on the softness of their confining environment.37 In general, soft confinement does not necessarily imply a boundary (e.g. a membrane). For example, for active matter systems, it can also stem from an intrinsic capability of the units to sense or perceive their surrounding and respond to it, as in the case of chemical secretions for bacteria38 or ants,39 in a time-dependent distribution of resources consumed by microswimmers,42 and in the communication range for animals and robots.40
Static vs. dynamic. Static confinement is invariant in time (e.g. the walls of a microfluidic chamber for microswimmers or the plates used to confine active granular matter); dynamic confinement instead varies in time (e.g. time-varying chemical gradients acting as confining fields for groups of cells in tissue, the remodelling of the extracellular matrix by migrating cells or cues leading to history-dependent formations for social animals, as in the case of ants following paths previously made by their peers).

Positively vs. negatively reinforcing. Positive and negative reinforcements designate situations where the self-organisation process is enhanced (e.g. by autoinducers in microbial quorum sensing or by chemical gradients in tissue formation and proliferation) or disrupted by the presence of confinement (e.g. in the reduction of order in crystal formation due to a porous medium).

External vs. self-reinforced. Finally, confinement is often identified as an external feature, i.e. not belonging to the self-organising system. However, taking inspiration from certain fields (e.g. in the study of active colloids, social animals, and in swarm robotics), there are also forms of confinement that originate from the system itself – a phenomenon we refer to as self-imposed or self-reinforced confinement. This applies to situations where the constraint originates from within the collective dynamics through internal feedback (e.g. perceptual cues for lane formation in social animals, such as ants), as illustrated in the top part of Fig. 2. Such feedback facilitates a completely different type of confinement, the concept of which may also be generalised to other disciplines.

Gaining control over self-organisation through confinement in soft matter and beyond requires the scientific community to leverage the more complex forms of confinement mentioned above, taking advantage of soft, dynamic, and self-reinforced boundaries to create externally or internally imposed feedback mechanisms to steer the emergence or suppression of collective behaviours in a self-organising system (Fig. 2).

3 Overarching scientific challenges

Developing the tools to steer self-organisation through confinement requires us first to gain a deeper fundamental
understanding across the systems, scales, and disciplines of how confinement promotes or suppresses the emergence of collective patterns in space and time. We have identified five synergistic areas where further knowledge is required to drive the field forward: universality, heterogeneity, hierarchy, reciprocity, and design by confinement. Whilst universality and heterogeneity are challenges shared with self-organisation in general and have been discussed broadly in this context, the focus here is on the role of confinement.

- Universality aims at establishing to what extent the patterns observed in a system can be generalised to other systems, scales, and disciplines. Moving forward, it is crucial to identify observable quantities that can help establish if a self-organisation phenomenon is indeed universal or system specific and whether confinement alters this conclusion. Intrinsically, confinement introduces characteristic (length and/or time) scales to the process, thus potentially jeopardising universality across scales. For example, the evacuation of units through bottlenecks mostly follows a common statistical framework regardless of their nature. However, while the presence of an obstacle can help frustrate the formation of arches in granular silos, its efficiency for living systems has not been proven yet, with contradicting results depending on the conditions of the experiments and the properties of the units. Nonetheless, establishing the conditions under which system-specific observations can be generalised to other systems and disciplines, and establishing robust measures of universality, is pivotal to develop controllable models to steer self-organisation via confinement. Experimentally, checking universality across scales requires a trans-disciplinary approach, performing experiments with different systems and quantifying them using the same set of measurements. For example, following this approach, it has been recently shown that auto-catalytic growth of aggregates in confining flows displays identical scaling behaviour across more than four orders of magnitude in length, and the interface fluctuations of the growing aggregates obey universal laws. Theoretical and numerical modelling can also be of help to identify how characteristic scales, specific dynamic rules, and interactions affect universality.

- Heterogeneity addresses how variability in the units (e.g. in morphogenesis, cell differentiation and cancer cells or in polydisperse colloids) or in the confining element (e.g. heterogeneity in both flow and the distribution of chemicals induced by a porous material influences the emergence of collective behaviour. Specific questions that need to be addressed include how sensitive self-organisation patterns are to variations in size, shape and interactions among the units as well as how confinement can be used to control the level of a system’s heterogeneity in space and time taking into account potential system-specific delays. Indeed, most studies of self-organisation in soft-matter systems (e.g. colloidal suspensions) have mainly focused on units that are monodisperse in size, shape, and chemical composition, or mixtures of a few species. However, with currently available techniques it is possible to explore how heterogeneity in size, shape, and interaction potential of the units affects the self-organisation process.

Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the confinement in space and time can be employed to influence the self-organising units (e.g. by promoting their segregation or mixing) and, vice versa, confinement can be used to trigger the emergence of heterogeneity in the self-organising system (e.g. promoting cell differentiation or the self-templated assembly of colloidal particles in complex crystal tessellations). For example, due to their small size, colloidal particles can be manipulated with external optical potentials that can vary in space and time.

Heterogeneity can be introduced, e.g., by generating disordered optical potentials exploiting the formation of speckle patterns when light propagates through complex media. With the advance of wave modulation techniques, similar experiments could be extended to shorter length scales (e.g. electron microscopy) and larger length scales (e.g. acoustics). Finally, in living systems, the transduction of external stimuli into biological signals that control the behaviour of the units (e.g., cells) goes through biochemical processes that are not instantaneous. Thus, the design of spatial heterogeneity in the confinement elements to control self-organisation needs to account for the timescale over which this adaptation occurs.

- Hierarchy: self-organisation can develop hierarchically, when the confinement at a certain scale defines the units at a larger length scale (Fig. 3). For example, in biological systems, molecules (units) self-organise inside a cell confined by its membrane. The cells themselves can become the units when they form tissues and organs, confined, e.g., by the extracellular matrix. Tissues and organs define living entities which can go on to form flocks, herds, schools, confined, e.g., by feedback from their senses and perception. These groups of animals can then form entire ecosystems confined by their local geography distribution. In these hierarchical structures, the confining elements at different scales mediate bidirectional (usually non-reciprocal) interactions and flow of information from smaller to larger scales, and vice versa. For instance, in biology, the cell membrane is the key confining entity for intracellular self-organisation, but at the same time it defines the cell as an individual unit for multicellular organisation of tissues and organs, thus enabling complex functionalities to emerge. Importantly, the shape and chemical composition of the cell membrane is continuously evolving due to both mechanical and chemical stimuli from the surrounding tissue and from the cell’s interior, thus acting as a mediator of the feedback between different scales. The overarching key challenge here is to elucidate, measure and model how (and when) confinement at different scales mediates or separates the cross-talk and interdependence between scales. Studies conducted at the interface between soft matter, active matter and biology are ideally suited to shed light on this challenge due to the intrinsic hierarchy, e.g., in biological tissue. For example, swimming starfish embryos self-organise into active chiral crystals with odd elastic responses that persist for several hours. To design synthetic materials that show a similar unique blend of functionality and structure, one needs a fundamental understanding of how these large structures emerge and how they redefine the activity of the individual...
units. Hierarchy can then become a design strategy for a material's self-assembly: for example, interfacial confinement has been used both to spontaneously assemble supracolloidal building blocks and to further organise them into hierarchically structured materials, thus adding layers of self-organisation within the same colloidal system.69

- Reciprocity can be defined as the formation of dynamic feedback loops between units and soft confinement, leading to adaptation, responsiveness and even evolution of a self-organising system in response to changing environmental conditions. An example is provided by cell-matrix interactions in wound healing and tissue regeneration,70 where the extracellular matrix confines cells, forcing them to adopt certain morphologies. Mechanotransduction can then induce cells to secrete collagen aligned with the surrounding extracellular matrix, which then further promotes cell organisation. Understanding the interplay between self-organising units and confinement can address both fundamental questions (e.g. is life a product of confinement or vice versa?) and help define design rules to steer self-organisation through confinement for applications, such as the development of shape-changing scaffolds to drive the growth of artificial tissues and organs. To study reciprocity, controlled experiments should either change the softness of the confinement, by considering different strengths of response to the behavior of the units (e.g. as done for cells on granular beds71), or tune the response of the units to external stimuli by, for example, knocking out genes believed to be responsible for a given behaviour, e.g., in bacterial systems.72

- Design by confinement: the ultimate challenge is to identify and implement tangible design rules (1) to realise confining features that can lead to the emergence of desired patterns from units with known properties (forward design) or (2) to optimise the units to obtain targeted spatio-temporal structures (inverse design) under different realisations of confinement. For example, in the case of units (e.g. active colloids or pedestrians) moving near confining features, the realisation of asymmetrically shaped walls can be used to organise their flow in opposite directions through a corridor (forward design),73 while crowd behaviour can be engineered through the use of smart management tools (e.g. dynamic light patterns) in order to redirect pedestrians towards less dense areas (inverse design).74 To take full advantage of design by confinement, some open questions need addressing first: What are the key relevant interactions between units and confinement that need to be controlled? How easily can these control knobs be translated into inputs of design rules for self-organisation?

Fig. 3 Example of hierarchical self-organisation under confinement in biology. Hierarchical organisation from molecules to tissue via the formation of macromolecules, cellular organelles and cells. At each stage, self-organised structures become units for further self-organisation subject to a different type of confinement, here illustrated at the molecular, cellular and tissue scale. Sources of confinement include, e.g., physical boundaries, mechanical forces (F) and chemical gradients. The emergence of complex functionality in biological systems relies on the existence of such hierarchical structures. Created with BioRender.com.
Crucially, what minimal information should be encoded in low-level elements (either units or confinement) to direct self-organisation? And how should this be achieved practically in soft matter systems? To enable optimal control, the relevant information indeed needs to be encoded dynamically in both units and confining elements to generate complex, adaptable feedback mechanisms. Biological systems are particularly good at encoding information (e.g. via DNA and RNA) in small volumes and dynamically exploiting confinement to create function (e.g. by packing DNA in chromosomes within the cell nucleus or by assembling and disassembling functional compartments in cells, such as lysosomes or membrane-less organelles). Microscopic synthetic materials are still far behind their biological counterparts, so that there is broad scope for further developing synthetic materials to mimic the rich information-encoding capabilities of biological structures and harness emergence for technological applications, e.g. to develop programmable materials and smart devices for biomedicine\(^{13}\) or for crowd management.\(^{23}\)

### 4 Overarching technical challenges

The above discussion highlights several avenues for future research, which, to be addressed, will require multiple conceptual and technological advancements. While methods and techniques are often system-specific, we expect the following open technical challenges to become relevant across scales and disciplines in the context of steering self-organisation through confinement.

First, we must develop tools to precisely characterise confinement, the interactions among the units, and the emergent structures. Experimentally, the nature and strength of confinement is not always easy to identify or quantify. This becomes particularly challenging for soft confinement (e.g. for chemical gradients), moving boundaries due to their time dependence, and self-imposed forms of confinement that are intrinsically difficult to define and probe. Furthermore, the act of measurement might even alter the properties of the confining element itself, as already anticipated by Niels Bohr’s complementarity principle for biology.\(^{75}\) Similarly, measuring the interactions among the units can pose a major challenge: in tissues for example, cell–cell interactions are influenced by a complex interplay of biochemical and mechanical signalling pathways and even by the constraints imposed by the surrounding medium;\(^{70}\) in human crowds and animal groups, the interactions are influenced by psychological and cognitive factors that are difficult to quantify, especially given the intrinsic heterogeneity among individuals;\(^{2,76}\) for active systems, making a priori assumptions about interactions may not be sufficient and new ways must be devised to characterise interactions from observations, e.g. using machine learning approaches.\(^{77}\) It can also be extremely challenging to dynamically probe the emerging self-organising structures from the outside: for example, due to partial or total opacity of the boundaries, real-time imaging with light microscopy can be problematic in vivo, and the confinement itself can become a barrier to extract information;\(^{78}\) in colloidal systems, interactions, while well-understood and measurable in bulk, are strongly affected by and less characterised at interfaces, e.g. liquid interfaces.\(^{56}\) in vivo measurements can also be particularly difficult as the techniques used to probe the system can quickly become invasive enough to alter it (e.g. the phototoxicity and bleaching caused by fluorescence microscopy).\(^{79}\)

Second, to develop a deeper understanding of how self-organisation can be steered through confinement, we must learn to identify and harness the key physical features both at a given scale and across scales. Notably, in the context of hierarchical confinement and reciprocity, one must first identify the relevant quantities that dictate the flow of information (e.g. pH, concentrations, mechanical forces, fluid velocity, chemical gradients, elasticity, etc.) and be able to measure these, before being able to understand the full cross-talk across scales. This is also particularly crucial when we seek to identify ‘universality classes’ of self-organisation under confinement, and to translate the novel concept of self-reinforced confinement to other fields. To this end improved multi-scale and coarse-grained models will be required, the development of which should occur in close synergy with experimental work to validate them. More generally, we must work towards improved experiments and models that are sufficiently simple and well-controlled to allow for scientific interpretation but which are also sufficiently detailed to capture the relevant phenomena observed under real-life conditions. This is imperative if we want to use these models to predict how different types of confinement and tailored units can steer self-organisation.

Lastly, to design by confinement, we must equip both the units and the boundaries with information-encoding and -processing degrees of freedom to enable adaptive feedback mechanisms. Biological systems have mastered the processes required to translate molecular sequences into the functions of life. Recent advances in gene-editing techniques have paved the way to an unprecedented level of external control over cellular pathways, processes and functions.\(^{80}\) For example, in bacterial systems, gene editing techniques have allowed researchers to isolate the influence of the confining topology on the emergence of social interactions between cells.\(^{72}\) When considering man-made materials, depending on the scales and nature of the system of interest, the fabrication of information-encoding units and confinement is still a technical challenge, which could be overcome with further development of techniques such as genetic engineering for biohybrid machines\(^{81}\) as well as a combination of nano-, microfabrication, 3D printing and time-varying external fields for man-made materials, such as colloidal particles\(^{82}\) and elastomers.\(^{83}\) In fact, in these man-made systems, a key technical challenge is the need for strong miniaturisation (as required by specific applications like precision medicine), which will limit the way we can design and control self-organising units and confinement at the smaller scales in future years. Yet, advances can still be obtained thanks to the rapid progress in the field of machine learning, which is expected to guide the in silico exploration of the enormous
space of possibilities, both for new materials design (units and boundaries) and for the discovery of new self-organising structures in space and time. While the required level of miniaturisation might still be out of reach in many experimental man-made microscopic systems, design ideas can be first tested experimentally using soft macro, micro, and nanorobotic systems, due to the ease of programming complex interaction rules, in order to test if complex strategies designed in silico are borne out in an experimental system.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, steering self-organisation through confinement is a very active and rapidly evolving field of research, which is intrinsically multidisciplinary. To push the field forward, the scientific community working on self-organisation should increasingly take advantage of the cross-fertilisation of ideas that results from sharing hypotheses, theoretical approaches and experimental methods among experts from different fields and disciplines (e.g. between physical sciences and life sciences, between synthetic and natural systems, between small and large length scales). The field of soft matter, being intrinsically interdisciplinary, has evolved to show an ever-growing synergy among experts from different backgrounds, as observed recently in the field of active matter. A similar synergy can be beneficial to advance the understanding of self-organisation under confinement as a whole across the scales and the disciplines. This cross-communication is a priori not easy, as it requires a common language and consensus on key open research questions and objectives. Certainly, the road ahead is still difficult and many steps need to be taken collectively to bring together the broader community, define confinement and its impact on self-organisation incontrovertibly, and, thus, advance the field in a synergistic way. This perspective article provides a first step in this direction mainly based on work from the soft-matter community. We hope that it will serve as an impetus for the broader scientific community to join this collective effort and meet the exciting challenges that are faced across domains, length and time scales by the possibility of steering self-organisation through confinement.
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